Comparison of neurotoxic potency between a novel chinbotulinumtoxinA with onabotulinumtoxinA, incobotulinumtoxinA and lanbotulinumtoxinA in rats
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Abstract: Four botulinumtoxin type A (BoNT/A) products, onabotulinumtoxinA (A/Ona), incobotulinumtoxinA (A/Inco), lanbotulinumtoxinA (A/Lan) and chinbotulinumtoxinA (A/Chin), are applied in the present study, among which A/Chin is newly produced. We aimed to compare the neurotoxic potency of these toxins by the gauge of muscle strength reduction. Furthermore, potential molecular and cellular mechanisms were also explored. According to our data, muscle strengths in the four toxin groups were all significantly decreased after injection for 1 week. A/Chin achieved the most obvious reduction in muscle strength as compared to the other three products at the dose of 0.5 U. However, there was no difference between the four toxins when increased to 2 U. As the toxins wore off, muscle strength recovered to basal level 12 weeks postinjection. We further measured the expression levels of key factors involved in neuromuscular junction stabilization and muscle genesis. Our results showed that nicotinic acetylcholine receptor, myogenic regulatory factors and muscle-specific receptor tyrosine kinase were all significantly upregulated upon BoNT/A treatment. Consistent with the result of muscle strength, A/Chin had the most obvious induction of gene expression. Moreover, we also found local inflammation response following BoNT/A injection. Owing to lack of complexing proteins, both A/Inco and A/Chin stimulated relatively lighter inflammation compared to that of A/Ona and A/Lan groups. In conclusion, our study provided evidence for the efficacy of the novel A/Chin and its similar functional mode to that of A/Ona, A/Inco and A/Lan. In addition, A/Chin has superiority in inducing muscle paralysis and inflammation stimulation, which may indicate faster onset and longer duration of this novel A/Chin.
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Plain language summary
Several kinds of botulinumtoxin type A (BoNT/A) are currently available for clinical use with an increasing number of newly produced toxins. The current study was conducted to compare the neurotoxic potency of three commonly used toxins with a novel Chinese chinbotulinumtoxinA (A/Chin) that contains no complexing protein. We found that A/Chin has superiority in decreasing muscle strength and upregulating key factors involving neuromuscular junction stabilization. Furthermore, the role of A/Chin in stimulating inflammatory response was weaker than that of onabotulinumtoxinA (A/Ona) and lanbotulinumtoxinA (A/Lan). These results indicated the effectiveness of the novel A/Chin and the similar functional mode to the other three toxins. In addition, A/Chin has superiority in inducing muscle paralysis and inflammation stimulation. This provides evidence for the wide application of this newly produced A/Chin for clinical use in the near future.
Introduction

Botulinum toxins (BoNTs) are the most toxic exotoxins produced from the Gram-positive anaerobic bacterium Clostridium botulinum. Despite the hypertoxicity, they have been now extensively used to address not only cosmetic concerns but also medical specialties, including dystonia, spasm after stroke or spinal trauma, Raynaud’s syndrome and depression, with a satisfactory therapeutic efficacy.\(^1\)\(^2\) Seven different serotypes of BoNTs have been identified, but only serotypes A and B are commercially available for clinical use.\(^3\) Botulinumtoxin type A (BoNT/A) are di-chain toxins, comprising an N-terminal catalytic domain (LC) and a C-terminal heavy chain (HC), which includes a translocation domain (H\(\_\)\(_n\)) and a receptor-binding domain (H\(\_\)\(_r\)).\(^4\) Physiological activities of BoNTs comprise a consecutive process of binding to membrane receptors, translocation and LC-mediated proteolytic degradation of SNARE proteins, which results in local paresis and atrophy of targeted muscles.\(^5\)

Attention should be paid to the fact that BoNT/As produced by different countries retain distinct potencies and various durations of effect after intramuscular administration. So far, three widely used BoNT/A formulations have been approved by both Health Canada and the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for many clinical applications.\(^6\) These preparations are onabotulinumtoxinA (A/Ona; Botox and Vistabel; both from Allergan Inc., Irvine, CA, USA), incobotulinumtoxinA (A/Inco; Xeomin and Bocouture; both from Merz Pharma, Frankfurt, Germany) and abobotulinumtoxinA (A/Abo; Dysport, Azzalure; both from Galderma Laboratories, Fort Worth, TX, USA).\(^7\) Besides, lanbotulinumtoxinA (A/Lan) produced by Lanzhou Institute of Biological Products of China has also become widely used in clinics. Regarding chinhobotulinumtoxinA (A/Chin), it is a newly produced BoNT without complexing protein (CP). Auxiliary “non-toxic” CP surrounding the native protein might be a vital difference between toxins in addition to the different precise dose of native toxin each product contains.\(^8\) These BoNT/As are produced by different methods with unique characteristics, resulting in various effect strengths and possibly in effect duration.\(^6\)\(^9\) In addition, compensation discrepancy after injection of toxins may also exist among these different products.

Generally, clinical effects due to toxin application last for 3–6 months with gradual recovery of muscle function.\(^10\)\(^11\) Previous neuromuscular junction (NMJ) morphometry studies have demonstrated destabilization of NMJ following BoNT/A injection or muscle denervation.\(^12\) However, NMJs also retain a high degree of plasticity under conditions of nerve or muscle damage.\(^13\) The nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) is an important component of NMJ. BoNT/A treatment has been shown to cause an increase in the expression level and spatial distributions of different subunits of nAChR.\(^14\) Muscle-specific receptor tyrosine kinase (MuSK) is a key protein that orchestrates nAChR clustering and differentiation of the NMJ.\(^15\) Myogenic regulatory factors (MRFs), including MyoD, MRF4 and myogenin, likely play an important role in the regulation of nAChR subunit expression and myogenesis.\(^16\)\(^17\) Shen et al\(^18\) identified that BoNT/A injection could significantly upregulate key molecules involved in NMJ stabilization and muscle functional recovery following BoNT/A administration. Consistent with previous studies, our previous studies also confirmed the induction of MuSK upon BoNT/A injection, which was involved in nerve sprouting and motor axon growth.\(^19\)\(^20\) As with any therapeutic protein, BoNT/As have the potential to induce immune response and local inflammation.\(^21\)\(^22\) Studies have demonstrated the anti-neurogenic inflammation role of BoNT/A in an arthritic rat model.\(^23\)\(^24\) However, the role of BoNT/A in inflammation after injection into normal animals remains to be unknown.

To better compare the toxic potency of each BoNT/A preparation, we applied a survey system (CN102599921A) comprising a fixing device, sensing means and a data handling equipment to evaluate nerve and muscle functions. Moreover, molecular and cellular mechanisms responsible for NMJ regeneration and skeletal muscle functional recovery were also explored.

Materials and methods

Animals

This study was approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of Tongji University (approval number SYXX(hu) 2014-0026). Male Sprague Dawley rats (weighing 220–240 g, 3 months old) from B&K Universal Group Limited (Shanghai, China) were used. The animals were maintained in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals published by the US National Institutes of Health (NIH Publication No 85-23, revised 1996) and the Policy of Animal Care and Use Committee of Tongji University. Animals were fed with chow and water at the Animal Center of Tongji Hospital affiliated to Tongji University under controlled temperature (20°C–22°C) and a 12 h light/dark cycle.

Injections

Rats were randomly divided into five separate groups, ie, control (n=21), A/Ona (n=42), A/Inco (n=42), A/Lan (n=42)
and A/Chin (n=42). Each BoNT/A preparation was reconstituted in saline (NS) for final concentrations of 0.5 U/100 μL and 2 U/100 μL. A volume of 100 μL BoNT/A was injected unilaterally into the right gastrocnemius muscle under anesthesia. The control group received an equivalent volume of NS injection.

### Muscle strength determination

To quantify BoNT/A-induced focal muscle paralysis, a survey system (CN102599921A) composed of a fixing device, sensing means and a data handling equipment was used. Muscle strength alteration induced by as little as 0.01 U BoNT/A can be detected with this equipment. Rats were lightly anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of pentobarbital (30 mg/kg) and secured on a special adjustable operating table (CN202036227U) 1, 4 and 12 weeks after BoNT/A administration. Upon sciatic nerve stimulation (28 V over 0.4 ms), gastrocnemius contracted leading to plantar flexion and footboard rotation, which would then be converted to electrical signals through the muscular tension energy transducer and recorded by a specific computer.

### Muscle mass determination

After administration of BoNT/A or NS for indicated time periods, body weight of each rat was measured before sacrificed. Then, the injected gastrocnemius muscle was dissected and weighed. The degree of injected muscle atrophy was expressed by the ratio of gastrocnemius to rat weight.

### RNA extraction and analysis by quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR)

Total RNA from each group of rats was isolated using TRIzol reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. All RNA samples were treated with DNase I (Sigma-Aldrich Co., St Louis, MO, USA), quantified and reverse transcribed into cDNA using the ReverTra Ace-α First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (TOYOBO CO., LTD. Life Science Department, OSAKA, Japan). qRT-PCR was conducted using a realplex4 RT-PCR detection system from Eppendorf Co Ltd (Hamburg, Germany), with SYBR-Green Real-Time PCR Master Mix (TOYOBO CO., LTD. Life Science Department) used as the detection dye. A comparative threshold cycle (Ct) was used to determine relative gene expression normalized to 18s rRNA. For each sample, the Ct values of the genes were normalized using the formula

$$\Delta C_t = C_{genes} - C_{18s rRNA}$$

### Table 1 The primer sequence of related genes involved in the current study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Sequence (5’ to 3’)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nAChR-α</td>
<td>F: TGTGCTCTATCGGAGCGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R: GGGCGAGGGGACGGTTAGTTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MuSK</td>
<td>F: TGAAGCGAAGTGGAGGAGTTTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R: GCACGAGTTGTTACAAAGAGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRF4</td>
<td>F: CCCGGGGAGCGACGAGTGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R: AGCCCGTGACGACGTTCCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAPDH</td>
<td>F: CTTACCAAGATGGAGAGCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R: GGCGAGTTGAGTGCATGAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-1β</td>
<td>F: TTGTCCTCAAGCCCTTTGACT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R: CTCACGGGCGAGACATAGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-6</td>
<td>F: CAGAGTCATTAGAGCGAATAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R: GATGCTGTTTGTCCTTTAGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNF-α</td>
<td>F: CATGACGCAAGCAGAAGCATGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R: CCACGACGAGAAATGAGAAG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** nAChR, nicotinic acetylcholine receptor; F, forward; R, reverse; MuSK, muscle-specific receptor tyrosine kinase; MRF4, myogenic regulatory factor 4; GAPDH, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase; IL, interleukin; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.

ΔCt = Ct_genes - Ct_18s rRNA. To determine relative expression level, the following formula was used:

$$\Delta \Delta C_t = \Delta C_{genes} - \Delta C_{all\_groups} - \Delta C_{blank\_control\_group}$$

After specific treatment, total proteins were isolated with a mammalian cell lysis/extraction reagent (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. An equal amount of proteins were separated on the sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis gel and transferred to polyvinylidene fluoride membranes. After blocking, the membranes were incubated with specific primary antibodies at 4°C overnight. Then, the membranes were washed with tris-buffered saline with Tween-20 (TBST) for three times for 15 min each. After incubating with secondary antibodies for 45 min at 37°C and washing with TBST, an ECL kit (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) was used to visualize membrane immunoreactivity. Quantification was performed using a computerized imaging program Quantity One (Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc., Hercules, CA, USA).

### Immunoblotting

After specific treatment, total proteins were isolated with a mammalian cell lysis/extraction reagent (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. An equal amount of proteins were separated on the sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis gel and transferred to polyvinylidene fluoride membranes. After blocking, the membranes were incubated with specific primary antibodies at 4°C overnight. Then, the membranes were washed with tris-buffered saline with Tween-20 (TBST) for three times for 15 min each. After incubating with secondary antibodies for 45 min at 37°C and washing with TBST, an ECL kit (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) was used to visualize membrane immunoreactivity. Quantification was performed using a computerized imaging program Quantity One (Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc., Hercules, CA, USA).

### Hematoxylin–eosin (HE) staining

After botulinum A or NS injection for the indicated time, rats were sacrificed by cervical dislocation to harvest the gastrocnemius for histological examination. The harvested tissues were sacrificed by cervical dislocation to harvest the gastrocnemius muscle. The harvested tissues were fixed in 10% formalin for 24 hours, then embedded in paraffin, cut into sections of 4 μm thickness, and stained with hematoxylin–eosin (HE). The HE-stained sections were observed under a light microscope (Olympus, Japan).

### Different toxic potency of the four BoNT/A products

The concentration of the four BoNT/A products injected was determined by measuring the concentration of BoNT/A in the injected volume. The concentration of each BoNT/A preparation was determined by measuring the activity of BoNT/A on the muscular tension energy transducer and recorded by a specific computer. The concentration of each BoNT/A preparation was determined by measuring the activity of BoNT/A on the muscular tension energy transducer and recorded by a specific computer.
were fixed in a 4% formalin solution for 1 day and dehydrated using 20% and 30% sucrose in sequence. Then, all tissues were frozen in liquid nitrogen-cooled isopentane in optimal cutting temperature compound. The frozen sectioned muscle tissues were dyed and dipped in a Harris hematoxylin solution for 15 min and gently washed with running water for 10 min. The muscles were then dipped into eosin solution for 10 min, and the floating color was removed gently with running water. Next, gradient alcohol was used for dehydration, and the muscles were first submerged in xylene I for 15 min and then xylene II for another 15 min. Eventually, all the slides were mounted with neutral gum and observed under a microscope.

**α-Bungarotoxin staining**

α-Bungarotoxin is a polypeptide snake toxin that binds to nAChR with high affinity. Fluorescent conjugate of α-bungarotoxin can be used for fluorescence imaging of nAChRs at NMJ. Animals were perfusion fixed through the left ventricle with 4% paraformaldehyde. The right gastrocnemius was dissected and stored in fixative until used. Before staining, the fixed cross-section of gastrocnemius was rehydrated in PBS for 5 min at room temperature. Then, sections were blocked in immunofluorescence blocking buffer (Beyotime, Shanghai, People’s Republic of China) for 30 min at room temperature. Staining solution of 1 μg/mL α-bungarotoxin conjugated with tetramethylrhodamine (Biotium Inc., Fremont, CA, USA) in the immunofluorescence blocking buffer was used to incubate the sections in dark overnight at 4°C. After the incubation, the sections were rinsed three times in PBS for 10 min each. At last, all sections were mounted in a fluorescence anti-fade mounting medium with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). Fluorescent pictures were taken using Nikon instruments.

**Statistical analysis**

All data were expressed as the mean value ± standard deviation from three independent experiments. Statistical significance was determined by Student’s t-test. All data analyses were performed using SPSS version 11.5 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

**Results**

**Effect of BoNT/A on inducing muscle paresis**

In the present study, we applied a survey system detecting muscle strength to evaluate the potency of four BoNT/A preparations (Figure 1). We found that muscle strength of all four toxin groups decreased significantly comparing to rats injected with NS 1 week postinjection, which indicated the presence of clinical muscle paresis. It further decreased at the dose of 2 U than 0.5 U, suggesting a stronger effect with a larger dose. Compared with the other three toxins, muscle strength of the A/Chin group was much lower at 0.5 U. Yet, no significant difference was observed among the four products at 2 U, implying that 2 U might be the saturation dosage. When prolonged to 4 weeks, muscle strength displayed a similar trend as that of 1 week. This difference of muscle strength gradually diminished 12 weeks after injection when muscle strength recovered to its baseline level.

By contrast, muscle strength in the NS group increased due to the gradual growth of rat. This implies that neither injection procedure itself nor the intramuscularly injected fluid affects muscle strength.

![Figure 1](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Notes:** **P<0.01 and **P<0.001 vs the NS group. *P<0.05 vs the A/Chin group. Data were expressed as mean ± standard deviation from three independent experiments. Rats injected with NS were regarded as the control group.

**Abbreviations:** NS, saline; A/Chin, chinbotulinumtoxina; A/Ona, onabotulinumtoxina; A/Inco, incobotulinumtoxina; A/Lan, lantbotulinumtoxina.
Induction of muscle atrophy after BoNT/A injection
In addition to the effect of BoNT/A on muscle strength, we further explored its role on muscle morphology. As shown in Figure 2A, we found the ratio of targeted muscle mass to body weight decreased significantly upon injection of toxins for 1 week compared to that of limbs injected with NS. This decrease was much more obvious 4 weeks postinjection than that of 1 week. It is worth noting that the ratio of A/Inco group presented a similar reduction degree to A/Chin. This was consistent with previous studies that A/Inco was also a kind of BoNT without CP, which might imply a similar toxic potency. The other two toxins A/Ona and A/Lan exerted a relatively weaker effect on muscle mass. With wear-off effect of BoNT/A and a gradual increase in body weight, there was no difference in the ratio between 0.5 U groups and NS group 12 weeks postinjection, but difference still existed between 2 U groups and the control group.

Accordingly, morphology of gastrocnemius muscle shown in Figure 2B confirmed the data mentioned above that BoNT/A injection could induce muscle atrophy much more obvious 4 weeks postinjection. Muscles injected with A/Chin and A/Inco displayed a similar extent atrophy as compared to the other two kinds of toxins. Moreover, HE staining confirmed the result that nucleus of atrophied muscle fibers was clearly stained in A/Chin and A/Inco groups. No obvious difference was observed between A/Ona and A/Lan groups (Figure 2C).

**AChR expression profile following BoNT/A injection**

*Acetylcholine receptor (AChR)* plays an important role in NMJ formation and regeneration. In this study, we measured the expression of AChR-α after BoNT/A injection. All four BoNT/As significantly upregulated AChR-α expression, reaching almost 50-fold or >1 week after injection. This increase in the AChR-α mRNA level was further enhanced at 2 U groups than 0.5 U groups. Notably, A/Chin induced a considerable increase in AChR-α expression at both dosages compared to A/Ona, A/Inco and A/Lan. There was no significant difference between the other three toxins. This increase in the AChR-α mRNA level reduced to 10–40-folds 4 weeks postinjection with less difference between the four toxins than that of 1 week postinjection. No significant difference was observed 12 weeks after injection (Figure 3A).

We further applied α-bungarotoxin staining that could bind to AChR with high specificity to further confirm the distinct induction profiles between different toxins. As shown in Figure 3B, red fluorescence indicated the presence of AChR. We found that the number and volume of AChR increased significantly after BoNT/A injection at 2 U for 1 week.

**BoNT/A injection–induced MRF4 expression**

MRF4 is a member of MRFs vital for the regulation of nAChR expression. From Figure 4, we find that the mRNA level of MRF4 increased significantly 1 week after BoNT/A injection with the A/Chin group displaying the most obvious induction both at 0.5 and 2 U. This was in accordance with the expression profile of nAChR. However, the mRNA level of MRF4 had a slight increase to ~15-fold change 12 weeks after BoNT/A injection as compared to that of 4 weeks after injection. This discrepancy might explain the late-stage effect of BoNT/As.

**BoNT/A injection–induced MuSK expression**

Upon BoNT/A injection for 1 week, the mRNA level of MuSK gene increased significantly, most of which reached 20–40-fold compared to the NS group. Yet, there was no difference between all toxin groups at the dose of 0.5 U. When increased to 2 U, the A/Chin group induced a higher expression than the other three groups. The mRNA level of MuSK diminished when extended to 4 weeks postinjection, and no increase in the MuSK mRNA level was observed at 12 weeks after injection of toxins (Figure 5).

**Effects of BoNT/A injection on muscle inflammation**

Inflammation response after BoNT/A administration might be a vital factor contributing to therapy failure. Thus, we further evaluated the expression patterns of proinflammatory factors following BoNT/A injection. As shown in Figure 6A, all four toxins led to an obvious increase in the interleukin (IL)-1β mRNA level but with different profiles. This effect had a slight increase 4 weeks after BoNT/A treatment. Yet, it decreased sharply 12 weeks postinjection, but still showed approximately fivefold increase than the NS group. Among all toxin groups, the effect of A/Chin on inflammation response was relatively smooth (Figure 6A). A/Ona and A/Inco showed no obvious difference in stimulating IL-1β expression. In addition, we found that only the A/Lan group showed a significant difference in inducing IL-1β expression.
Figure 2. Induction of BoNT/A on muscle atrophy.

Notes: (A) The ratio of muscle mass to body weight was decreased upon BoNT/A injection. (B) Discrepancy of atrophic degree of injected muscles following BoNT/A treatment. (C) HE staining represented histopathologic changes after toxin injection. \*\*p<0.01 and \*\*\*p<0.001 vs the NS group. \#p<0.05 and \#\#p<0.01 vs the A/Chin group.

Data were expressed as mean ± standard deviation from three independent experiments. Rats injected with NS were regarded as the control group.

Abbreviations: BoNT/A, botulinumtoxin type A; HE, hematoxylin–eosin; NS, saline; A/Chin, chinbotulinumtoxinA; A/Ona, onabotulinumtoxinA; A/Inco, incobotulinumtoxinA; A/Lan, lanbotulinumtoxinA.
Different toxic potency of the four BonT/a products when compared to the A/Chin group at 1 week postinjection. Lack of CP may account for this difference. No difference was observed between the four toxins in inducing IL-1β expression for 12 weeks after the injection.

Similarly, mRNA levels of IL-6 after BoNT/A injection presented an analogous trend of increase as that of IL-1β. What made it different from IL-1β was the smaller degree of induction of IL-6 at 12 weeks postinjection (Figure 6B).

Different from proinflammatory factors IL-1β and IL-6, the mRNA level of tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α had a slight increase that displayed no more than 10-fold change. In addition, A/Chin had the least effect on induction of TNF-α expression comparing to A/Ona, A/Inco and A/Lan (Figure 6C).

Figure 3 Effect of BoNT/A on AChR expression profile following BoNT/A injection.

Notes: (A) mRNA level of AChR-α after BoNT/A treatment with indicated time periods. (B) α-Bungarotoxin staining represented existence of AChR after different kinds of BoNT/A treatment. *P<0.05, **P<0.01 and ***P<0.001 vs the NS group. "#"P<0.05 vs the A/Chin group and "##"P<0.01 vs the A/Chin group. Data were expressed as mean ± standard deviation from three independent experiments. Rats injected with NS were regarded as the control group.

Abbreviations: BoNT/A, botulinum toxin type A; AChR, acetylcholine receptor; NS, saline; A/Chin, chinbotulinumtoxinA; A/Ona, onabotulinumtoxinA; A/Inco, incobotulinumtoxinA; A/Lan, lanbotulinumtoxinA; DAPI, 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole.
To further confirm different induction profiles of key factors of the four preparations, we applied immunoblotting to measure the induction of key factors following injection of toxins. From Figure 7, we can find that the protein level of MuSK was significantly increased after BoNT/A treatment for 1 week at the dose of 2 U in comparison to that of the NS group. A/Chin induced the most obvious increase in the MuSK expression. As to proinflammatory factors, IL-1β, IL-6 and TNF-α showed a similar increase trend, among which the TNF-α mRNA level had the slightest induction. For all four toxins, A/Chin had a lower potency in stimulating local inflammatory response compared to the other three types.

### Discussion

In the present study, we first made a comparison of physical characteristics between A/Chin, A/Lan, A/Ona and A/Inco (Table 2). In our experiment, we found that four BoNT/A preparations (A/Chin, A/Lan, A/Ona and A/Inco) induced different degrees of muscle paresis in vivo. The neurotoxic potency of A/Chin was higher than that of the other three kinds of toxins in decreasing muscle strength at the dose of 0.5 U. There was no significant difference between the four kinds of toxins at 2 U 1 and 4 weeks postinjection in inducing muscle paresis. Based on this, we further explored the possible compensation mechanisms counteracting the effects of toxins. Our data confirmed that key factors involved in NMJ formation and stabilization were apparently upregulated, which indicated reversely the toxic potency of four different
Different toxic potency of the four BonT/a preparations. Besides, proinflammatory factors such as IL-1β, IL-6 and TNF-α were all induced with different profiles after injection of toxins. To our knowledge, this was the first study to compare these four kinds of toxins in vivo.

Generally, the onset of BoNT/A effect relates closely to the volume of toxin injected, with a faster onset upon a larger volume.29,30 Thus, the toxin will reach more motor endplates and induce a stronger paresis due to a broader intramuscular diffusion. For this reason, we standardized the injected volume of the four products (100 μL into each gastrocnemius) to enable the accuracy of neurotoxic potency. Despite the un-interchangeable characteristic of different toxins, we set two distinct doses, 0.5 and 2 U, for each kind of toxin and explored diverse toxic potencies of the four toxins. The reason was that the unit is a universally recognized standard to describe doses of different BoNTs. It is also widely used

**Figure 6** Effect of BoNT/A on inflammation factors (A) IL-1β, (B) IL-6 and (C) TNF-α expression profile following BoNT/A injection.

*Notes:* *P*<0.05, **P**<0.01 and ***P***<0.001 vs the NS group. *P*<0.05 and ***P***<0.001 vs the A/Chin group. Data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation from three independent experiments. Rats injected with NS were regarded as the control group.

**Abbreviations:** BoNT/A, botulinum toxin type A; IL, interleukin; TNF, tumor necrosis factor; NS, saline; A/Chin, chinbotulinumtoxin A; A/Ona, onabotulinumtoxin A; A/Inco, incobotulinumtoxin A; A/Lan, lanbotulinumtoxin A.
in clinics to state the amount of toxins patients use. Besides, to quantify the extent of effect toxins can exert on inducing muscle paralysis, we applied a survey system invented by our team to measure affected muscle strength following injection of toxins.

According to our results, the novel A/Chin also induced decrease in muscle strength, indicating its effectiveness in inducing muscle paralysis. Meanwhile, it had the similar function mode to the other three kinds of toxins whose effect duration was ~3 months. Consistent with previous studies, our present study also confirmed the strongest effect of toxins 1 week postinjection and the gradual recovery of muscle function to base level after injection for 12 weeks.19,31 This was in line with clinical data that effective duration of BoNT/A would range from ~3 to 6 months. Gradually, wear-off of toxins and recovery of muscle function might imply that some compensative mechanisms exist to counteract the action of toxins upon injection. Studies have confirmed that BoNT/A injection could effectively induce muscle paralysis, followed by a profile of gene transcription changes leading to muscle

Figure 7 Induction of key factors upon BoNT/A injection on protein level.

Notes: (A) Rats were injected with different BoNT/A formulations at the dose of 2 U for 1 week. Injected muscles were harvested and immunoblotted with antibodies against MuSK, IL-1β, IL-6 and TNF-α. Protein loading was normalized by using GAPDH as the reference protein. (B and C) Quantification of protein expression levels after injection of different toxins. *P<0.05, **P<0.01 and ***P<0.001 vs the NS group. *P<0.05 and **P<0.01 vs the A/Chin group. Data were expressed as mean ± standard deviation from three independent experiments. Rats injected with NS were regarded as the control group.

Abbreviations: BoNT/A, botulinum toxin type A; MuSK, muscle-specific receptor tyrosine kinase; IL, interleukin; TNF, tumor necrosis factor; GAPDH, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase; A/Chin, chinbotulinumtoxina; NS, saline; A/Ona, onabotulinumtoxina; A/Inco, incobotulinumtoxina; A/Lan, lanbotulinumtoxina.
Two stages may be involved in this rehabilitation process: an early aneural stage and a later neural stage. The first stage refers to the time period from toxin administration to ~2–3 weeks, which is muscle intrinsic and nerve independent. In this aneural stage, induced MRF4 unregulates AChR expression, and MuSK contributes to the early formation of postsynaptic endplates. Approximately 4–6 weeks after injection of toxins, the second neural stage begins with the wear-off of BoNT/A effect. In this stage, reinnervation and myogenesis gradually occur. Factors released by motor neurons refine the initial AChR clusters and NMJ formation. This leads to NMJ stabilization and muscle functional recovery ~3–6 months after injection of toxins.28 In the current study, we also confirmed the significant induction of AChR expression after toxin treatment. Compared to other toxins, the A/Chin group showed the most obvious increase in AChR induction, implying the highest toxin potency of A/Chin. Similar conclusion could be drawn from the results of MRF and MuSK, providing evidence for the high potency of A/Chin.

Additionally, we also measured effect of BoNT/A on inflammation. We proved in vivo that BoNT/A treatment could stimulate inflammation response in all four toxin products with different extent profiles. Inflammation induction occurring in our experiment may result from long-time paralysis of affected muscles after BoNT/A injection. Previous studies have demonstrated that CP around the native neurotoxins could induce immune response and inflammation stimulation.33,34 As intended to be, A/Chin exerted the least effect on inflammatory response. Studies have demonstrated that one limitation of BoNT/A products in treating diseases is the presence of a high protein load that may increase immunogenicity. This may explain the phenomenon of the relatively less effect of A/Chin on inflammatory stimulation.35 Yet, induction of inflammation by BoNT/A was opposed to what was reported previously. In recent years, BoNT/A has been approved for treating arthritic pain, which might be related to its anti-neurogenic inflammation role.36,37 This discrepancy may result from the different conditions under which toxins are applied. In this study, we evaluated the effect of BoNT/A on inflammation under normal state that differs from pathological states as reported. There may exist immense difference between animals of disease models and normal animals reacting to noxious or non-noxious stimuli. This difference in rats themselves can be a reason behind their divergent responses after the same treatment, which needs more researches.

Conclusion

We established that BoNT/A produced by different manufacturers achieved different toxic potencies and a newly produced toxin A/Chin displayed a similar function mode to A/Inco, A/Ona and A/Lan. Some limitations existed in this study, including lack of a precise dose equivalence ratio and the difference between physiological and pathological states. The current study does provide experimental evidences for effectiveness and low antigenicity of the newly produced toxin A/Chin. These data can lay a solid foundation for the wide application of A/Chin in the near future.
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